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P 11'l1iREFRIGERATOR ellA.'1'BS.
No. 547,185, for $.U Iwprovement crates,

describes 'a cheap box, to hold products to be shipped, above
which isa rack for ice; the two 1!elngseparated by a diaphragm of sheet
metal, havlng'its. edges turned' down' to prevent the water from entering
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the lower compartment. Its chief merit is in the cheapness of its con-
struction. 'Held, that its cheapness alone did not render it patentable,
and that its meritorious features were anticipated in the prior art,-par·
ticularly by the devices shown in the Douglas patent No. 346,647. for
a can for shipping milk, and In the (J{)lton patent, No. 101,588, for a re-
frigerator.
Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Northern

District of Illinois.
This was a suit in equity by William A. Shrei and Hiram :mIIs

against Nelson Morris and others for alleged infringement of a pat-
ent. There was a decree dismissing the bill (87 Fed. 217), and com-
plainants appeal.
W. H. Carter and Robert H. Parkinson, for appellants.
A. H. Adams, for appellees.
Before WOODS and JENKINS, Circuit Judges, and BUNN, District

Judge.
BUNN, District Judge. This suit was brought for the infringe-

ment of letters patent No. 547,185, issued to complainant William
A. Shrei October 1, 1895, for an improvement in refrigerator crates.
There is but one claim made in the patent, which is as follows:
"As an improved article of manufacture, a refrigerator shipping crate,

having in combination with the box, A, a metallic plate, E, with its edges
bent over the upper edges of said box, an inclosing frame, D, adapted to rest
on said metallic plate, the cleats, G, secured at each corner of said frame, and
their free ends extended down over the meeting edges of said frame, plate,
and box, and a cover, F', all substantially as shown and described."
The invention and its purposes are further described in the speci·

fications as follows:
"This invention relates to certain new and useful improvements in refrig-

erator crates, which are designed for use in shipping perishable products;
the aim of the invention being to produce a shipping box or crate for the
purpose desOl'ibed, which will be simple in construction, which may be used
in one shipment of perishable goods, and then, at Its destination, be destroyed.
to save the expense of its return to the shipper. A further object of the In-
vention consists in the provision of a water-tight, cold'conducting separator
between the perishable products contained in the box or crate and the ice
receptacle above, the edges of the separator overlapping the edges of the box
to prevent the water from the melting ice entering the receptacle containing
the products being transported."
It seems quite apparent from the claim and specifications what

the patentee's invention consists of. It is a cheap bo:x;, made in the
manner described, with two compartments, one for meat or other
perishable product, and one for ice, placed on the top of the other,
with a diaphragm of sheet iron between, on which to lay the ice,
with the edges turned over so as to prevent the water running into
the meat or other product. The box in general use at the time
complainant's patent was issued was a heavier and more expensive
box, intended to be used for many shipments. and as long as it should
last. This box, as the evidence shows, is still in general use, but some
packing houses are using complainant's box and other devices. :Ylr.
Shrei testifies that:
"The .box then in general use by the packers for shipment of perishable

p['oducts consisted of a complete galvanized iron or tin box, which was placed
91 F.--Q3
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within a larger wooaen box, leaving space on the sides and top, and also in
some cases on ends, for ice. This made the box very heavy and cumbersome,
and in shipping meat necessitated the payment of freight on the weight of
the box: in addition to the weight of the meat: and, as the box and the Ice
generally weighed twice as much as the meat, It made the freight very ex-
pensive. In addition to this, the freight and express comp,anles charged for
returning the empty box.' The cost of the box varies considerably, according
to the material used, and the manner In which it Is built, and would run
from $2.50 to $5 for a lOO-pound box. to the experience of the
G. H.Hammond Company, a box, on an average, will last two years. and
will average sixteen trips during that time. In addition to this. there was
the wear and tear to the box, which amounted to 25 cents per trip. The
boxes on their return are often repaired,-sometimes the lid Is missing, at
others the tin box is lost, and in some cases the boxes themselves are lost
entirely; and these expenses are taken Into consideration In computing the
cost of 25 cents per trip."

When asked to state the cost of the different sizes of crates made
under his patent, he says:
"A lOO-pound crate costs about 25 cents; 200-pound crate, 40 cents; and a

BOO-pound crate, 50 cents."

In regard to what the witness calls the "rack," which he explains
to mean that portion of his box immediately above the metallic sep-
arator, or, in other words, the ice receptacle of the box, he says that
for a short trip a three-inch rack is used (meaning three inches in
depth), for points more distant, a four-inch rack, and to points where
the shipment will be in transit for some time,' the rack is made six
inches high, so there will be no waste of ice or material in making
the shipment. And so it is all through the complainant's testimony.
The witnesses lay stress upon the cheapness of the box, and the fact
that it will not bear reshipment; it being more economical to throw
it away, instead of paying 25 cents to reship the box, when it would
have to be cleaned, and perhaps repaired, before it could be made
ready for a second use, rendering it more economical to take a new
box.
The sole question in the case is whether the complainant's patent

shows any patentable novelty, in view of the previous patents and
the prior art. The court below held that it did not, and dismissed
the bill. This court feels compelled to adopt the same conclusion,
though the box, as the evidence shows, is a good and useful box.
But mere cheapness is not patentable. Cheap boxes have been made
from time immemorial. It is no new thing, and involves no invention,
to make a box so cheap that it may be better thrown away, or used
to kindle a fire, than to reship. Most boxes that carry the world's
merchandise are of that character. Dry-goods boxes, boxes for the
shipment of groceries and provisions, fruit crates and boxes, of all
sorts, are generally of this character, and are very seldom reshipped.
Whether a box shall be made slightly and cheaply, so as to be thrown
away after one shipment, or more permanently and substantially, at
a greater cost, so as to be used in many shipments, is a question of
construction, and good, prudent, business management, rather than of
invention.
There is one feature of complainant's box which, though not new,

is very commendable. The ice is placed in a rack, or, as it might be
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considered, in a compartment of the box, separate from the product
to be carried, with a piece of sheet iron or other metal between the
ice compartment and the other. The metal diaphragm separating the
meat from the ice is a good conductor of heat, much better than wood
or paper, so that the heat passes from the meat or other products
through the metal into the ice, which it melts by degrees, and passes
off over the edges of the iron in the water. The sheet
serves at the same time to keep the water from the meat, which would
be injured or spoiled if it came in contact with it, and serves as a
ready conductor of the heat from the meat to the ice; thus keeping
the meat or other products cold so long as the ice holds out. But
this arrangement was not new with the inventor. It is shown in sev-
eral previous patents, and is a very common device in refrigerators
of many kinds. The same principle of construction appears in what
the witnesses call the "old-style box," as the following cross-exam-
ination of Mr. Shrei well shows:
"C. Q. Do you know that, for many years prior to your supposed invention,

it was exceedingly common to construct ice boxes or refrigerators for house-
hold use, for example, with the lee in a compartment at the upper end ot
such box or refrigerator? A. I knew of boxes constructed in the manner
mentioned at that time. C. Q. It was also exceedingly common, in fact, almost
the rule, was it not, to construct the fioor or partition upon which the ice
rested of sheet metal? A. 'l'he boxes in question were generally constructed
of other material besides sheet metal, and the refrigerators generally provided
for air tubes and spouts to drain o,ff the water from the melting lee. C. Q.
In this old style of box that you say was in general use by the packers for
shipments of perishable products before rou made your supposed Invention,
was the cover of the inner box a metal cover'! A. It was, as well as the bal-
ance of the box. C. Q. How was that cover made, in order to prevent water
from dripping into the provision chamlJer? A. It was fitted down tight on
the top of the box, and generally nailed down, with small pieces of board to
hold it in place. C. Q. Ice was packed on top of that metal plate or cover, as
well as at the sides or the ends of that box, was it not? A. Ice was packed
on top of the box as well as the sides, as stated, but one of the reasons for
doing this was that the tin box had to be fastened down to the bottom of the
wooden box by means of small boards, as above stated. This left no other
places for the ice except the top and the sides."

It appears that in the "old-style box" the ice was always packed
on top of the zinc or sheet-iron cover to the compartment contain-
ing the meat, and the water ran off just as it would run off the top
of a tin-pail cover, without coming in contact with the meat. The
ice, it is true, was also packed on the sides, and sometimes on the
ends, of the meat box. But there was no invention in taking the ice
away from the sides and placing it only on top. And there is not a
particle of evidence to &how that there was any advantage in so do-
ing, except that the box would weigh less. It required no inven-
tion to make the change, and there is nothing to show that such a
change constituted an improvement. A person might conjecture
that, for some imaginary or unaccountable reason, the meat might bi'
kept cold better with the ice packed on but one side instead of three
or five, but there is no proof that such is the fact.
1'here is still another excellence claimed for the box bv Mr. Shrei

which seems of a still more donbtful character. He says that in his
box "the ice is placed jnst above the meat, so ,that the cold air, in



gqhlg would have. to paS$: '9irectly through and permeate the
proqllctE\ te l>e preserved." Mr."Shrei ought to know, for he made
the ;But fs what.'he says true, and, if true, would it be any ad·
vantage? It would be true, if the iron diaphragm were pierced with
holes, orwQ.s nQt impervious toihe passage of air. But would be
difficult,ill liIocheap a box, to arrange h()les to let the air through and
at the same time keep the, water out., That might, no doubt, be done
'by rill_ng from the ironto the top of the ice. But
that is l].ot tl;l.(t: CQIDplainant's invention,·and would not conform with
his claim,. of a cheap box. According to his invention, this metal
division is to air, and the edges are fitted down tightlJ'
over the edges of the llleat box, so that the water will run off, and
not come in contact with the meat. Of course, neither of the wooden
boxes are wholly air.tight, but they are approximately -so, and, no
doubt, better forbeil].g so, as it would be difficult to let the cold air
in the meat box without allowing the surrounding bot air of the

t() c()me in alSO. All the cold air that could come from
the ice rack into the meat chamber must first find its way out of the
top or sides of the ice rack, and then penetrate the meat box from
the pores of the wood, or through any crevices
that migl).thappen to be in the box; that is, the air must pass out
through the sides or top of the iee box, and again through the sides
of the meat box, before it can come in contact with the meat or other
pr<lduct. In the sample of complainant's box that was brought into
court as an exhibit, sides and ends of both compartments are
made of .single pieces oflumber, 1;10 that there are no crevices or holes
for, the air to enter; the purpose, no doubt, being to make the boxes
as tight as waspracticllble to keep out the surrounding warm air.
But ;Mr. Shrei says, the cold air falls from the ice rack
directly down into the box; would that be an advantage? Of
course, that would keep the meat cold so long as the ice lasted.
But, as the cold air passed, down from the ice rack,warm air from
the outside would rush iht(t take the of the cold air, so that
the ice would soon be melted. The meat can only be kept cold by

the ice, and it would seem that could be best done by
the air in the ice rack at as Iowa temperature as possible.

Sbrei and other witnesses say tltat the ,meat is kept coo] by the
cold passing through the .sheet iron into the meat chamber. That
i$ ow way of ;putting it, whieh is easily enough understood; but it is,
no doubt, more nearly correct to say that, the iron being a ready
conductor of beat, tbeanimal and other heat of the meat passes
through it into tbe ice chamber, where it s.;ts free a portion of the
ice, and passes off in the water. The meat will thus be kept at a suffi-
ciently low temperature So long as ithe ice lasts, and there can be
little doubt that this is the process by which the product is kept
from being spoiled by heat in the shipment.
In the judgment of this court, everything of value presented by

the complainant's patent appears in previous pa:tents,-especially in
tIle Douglas pa,tent, No. 346,647, issued to James Douglas, August
31, 1886, and in the Colton patent, No. 101,588, issued to Edward
S. Oolton in April, l870. The Douglas patent was for a milk can
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for shipping milk. The can is made of metal (tin), and is in two
parts,-one below containing the milk, and the other above for ice,
which, when inelted, runs off in water, so that the water cannot come
in contact with the milk. The upper case or can, which holds the
ice, telescopes over the receptacle for milk below, and is fastened to
it when in position for shipping. The upper case contains the ice,
which is separated from the milk by the metal top of the can. The
construction seems almost identical with that of complainant's. The
parts are combined in the same way, by means which are mechanic-
ally equivalent, perform the same functions, and serve the same
purpose. We see no reason why the 8hrei device could not be used
for shipping milk, the same being put in cans placed in the lower
box, or why the Dollglas device could not be used for shipping meat
or any other perishable product. Any change in size or form, from
round to square, for its better adaptation to the carrying of solid
prOducts, would be a mere question of mechanical construdiollJ
which any mechanic could accomplish, without the aid of invention.
The Colton patent, issued as long ago as 1870, shOWS a refrigera-

tor for containing perishable products. The construction is very
similar to that of the complainant's. It has two compartments,-one
below consisting of a square wooden box for receiving the product
to be preserved, with a metallic cover fitting tightly over it, raised
in the middle from all four sides, so that the water from the ice may
the more readily run off. On top of this metallic cover is a second
square wooden box, resting on the tin cover containing ice. The
method of fastening the compartments together is not stated. The
defendants' expert thinks they are probably held together by the
outside castings, which surround the whole device. This device is
like the one in suit in all essential particulars. It has a lower com-
partment for perishable products; an upper one directly over for
ice; the metallic plate between, which serves as' a conducting medium
for the heat, and a cover to the lower receptacle, and also serves
to separate the product to be preserved from contact with the ice
and water, with projecting edges for shedding off the water. The
cleats connecting the two compartments are not shown, which is the
only thing it lacks of being the counterpart of complainant's device.
Such cleats, however, have long been a cheap and common device
for similar purposes, and could readily be supplied by any mechanic,
or any person not a mechanic, without requiring invention.
There is another claim for. complainant's patent which seems quite

unsupported by anything in the testimony. The claim is that the
edges of the metal cover are turnf'd down over the top edges of the
boxes containing the meat in surh a way that the drip from the ire
may be directed by these turned-down flan ges over the wooden sides
of the lower section. so as to keep up a constant cooling effect by
evaporation. 'fa better effect thil'l purpORe of absorption and evap-
oration of water to facilitate the cooling process, the box
is to be made of soft, porous wood. which will readily absorb the
water. No such claim as this is disclosPd by the patent. It is, no
doubt, an afterthought brought forward by complainant's expert in
complainant's rebutting testimony. The idea is nowhere brought
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forward or hinted at by any of the complainant's 16 or 17 witnesses,
either in their direct or cross examination. The patent in its specifi-
cations, states explicitly why the edges of the metallic diaphragm are
to be turned down over the edges of the lower box containing the
perishable product, which is "to prevent the water from the melting ice
entering the receptacle containing the products being transported."
There is no requirement that the metal should be turned down in such
a way as to allow the water to flow over the wooden sides and ends of
the box. So far as the specifications go, these edges might just as
well be turned down so as to stand out an inch or half inch from the
wood, so that it would drop to the floor without wetting the box.
Indeed, there is nothing in the specifications requiring that the box
should be made of wood at all, though this is no doubt intended, as
comporting more completely with the patentee's purpose of making a
cheap box. But, allowing the invention to be patentable, there can
be no doubt that the making of a· pulp or metal box after the same
construction would constitute an infringement. There is clearly noth-
ing in the patent to show that the box, if made of wood, must be of
any particular kind or quality, whether porous or dense. Allowing
that it should be cheap, to facilitate the purposes of a cheap box, there
are many of the cheapest woods, like birch, maple, and spruce, that
are not porous in their tissue. It seems quite impossible that so
many things can be read into the patent that the inventor never
claimed in his patent or specifications. It may be possible that a
porous wooden box, with the sides kept wet by the drippings from the
ice, would preserve the product better than a box with ice· on these
same sides instead of wet boards. But whether that is so is a mere
conjecture or theory, which is wholly unsupported by testimony, and
seems highly improbable in itself.
In every merit that is fairly presented by the patent, the com-

plainant is anticipated by the previous patents and the state of the
art at the time the patent was issued. And in its great cheapness,
which is, no doubt, its principal merit, the complainants are anticipated
by the common practice of merchants and shippers, who have made
cheap boxes ever since boxes have been made of wood. The decree of
the circuit court is affirmed.

PE"ITIT v. BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS OF CA1IDEN OOUNTY,
NEW JERSEY.

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. January 13, 1899.)
NAVIGABLE VIATKRS-BRTDGES-NEGy.WENCE IN MANAGEMENT.

In attempting to open a drawbridge maintained b3' the county across
a navigable stream, for the passage of a vessel in tow of tugs, the cast-
ing which moved the bridge broke. The bridge tender then refused to
permit the tugs to swing the brIdge, illld the vessels were delayed from
3 o'clock in the afternoon untl! 10 o'clock the following morning. until
repairs could be made. It appeared that the tender had complained to
the county board that the bridge was difficult to swing, and workmen had
been sent to repair it, whose defective work caused the breakage. Held,
that none of such facts established negligence on the part of the county


